
Interest Rate Outlook - May 2013

Stamford Capital is pleased to provide a commentary on the

interest rate outlook for the from our strategic partner, Russell

Maisner, principal of Global Treasury Risk Management Pty

Ltd.

Great to see the RBA delivered on a broadly unexpected

timing of a 25 bpt rate cut yesterday. There has been no

shortage of media coverage around interest rates of late and

the timing of a ‘line ball’ call of whether the RBA ease. As the

central bank has acted to reduce the cash rate they have been

true to their easing bias.

Putting the RBA decision into perspective, the last interest rate

reduction occurred in December 2012 (nearly as dormant as

my last rates outlook paper). It is clear that with the softening

data and the persistently high currency, the RBA is continuing

to embrace an accommodative stance on interest rates, whilst

acting as an abrasive influence on the AUD. The really good

news is that we should see a low interest rate regime for at

least the rest of the year.

The market is clearly pricing the balance of probability for this

to occur and the tables below depict an aggressive view of this

occurring. Data has been softer and Treasury as of this week

has adjusted its growth forecasts lower. Surprisingly, three of

the four major banks did pass on the full effect of the cut to the

mortgage sector. The fourth is yet to announce its decision.

For borrowers with development projects and or existing

assets, how is it possible to take advantage of the rates on

offer. Well, one aspect is to do nothing and remain at variable

rates. If this is a conscious decision, then I commend anyone

for going through the analysis of ‘what if’. However, if it is due

to other reasons, then a suggestion of taking stock is

recommended. Not because we expect rates to run higher in

the short term, but because of the market’s overindulgence of

overreacting to where fixed rates may be priced in the near

term.
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As I have always tended to do, I view de-risking a project or asset, firstly as a risk management

mechanism and secondly based upon value. With a construction finance loan, it is common these days

for banks to require their clients to have a minimum of 50% hedged or fixed. This can take on a number

of different forms and needs to be balanced against each specific case, but the intention of de-risking is

compelling given the current rates structure.

An existing asset, can also be hedged, but borrowers need to be mindful of how long they are intending

to hold the asset which will help to drive the decision around the hedging duration. It is important to

remember that long term hedging can be costly if an asset is considered being disposed of and an

overlying hedge exists. Notwithstanding, there are ways to mitigate this risk and still achieve lower

borrowing costs. Optionality is one such application which can provide disaster insurance, but allows the

flexibility should an asset be sold, so as not to impose excessive break costs. The key point is that each

borrower can have different criteria and these need to be worked through via financiers and their clients.

As has been raised previously, the cash rate is not the only determinant of the rates structure of the

curve. Below is a table with current indicative mid market swap rates. If all were to stay the same, then

the cost of carry in 1-3 year part of the curve is positive or negligible. This confirms the value available to

any clients that are considering fixing a portion of their debt. To put this value aspect into perspective, I

have attached two charts which provide a 5 & 10 year history of the relationship between the 3 year

swap, 3 month BBSW & RBA cash rate.

8 May 2013 - 10 year history 3 year swap, 3 mth BBSW, RBA cash rate



8 May 2013 - 5 year history 3 year swap, 3 mth BBSW, RBA cash rate

Salient Points:

 There has only been one other point in the past 10 years when the 3 year swap has been at

lower levels and this was within 2 bpts.

 Over the 5 & 10 year history, the swap rate average has been above the cash rate. This is not

so at this point in time when comparing like with like in the charts; swap rate average 5.36%,

RBA cash 4.97%

 The opportunity to de-risk is strong even with a further reduction in cash rates and have a base

rate sub 3.00% out to 3 years (excluding margins).

 Whilst the cash rate is controlled by the RBA, the curve will determine its own values and if data

were to be stronger for the remaining part of the year, the curve would very quickly realign its

price expectations.

 Fixed rates now are below the 2009 GFC levels which was event driven.

 Sentiment is very powerful and commodity prices and perceptions are softer today, but who

knows where they will be in six months.



 The domestic economy has responded to the previous adjustments of lower cash rates, but

recent housing and finance approvals data has been softer.

 I expect the RBA to have another interest rate cut and weight a 55% probability to this

happening later this year. This is clearly in contrast to the current interbank futures market which

is weighting this probability much higher.

Stamford Capital would be delighted to discuss any of your risk management requirements.

Regards

Russell Maisner
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